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Something to Chew On
Dear Friends,
The Sanctuary vision was based on our belief
that abused, neglected and traumatized animals
would be far more likely to survive and thrive in a
comforting, home-like setting than in a traditional
shelter. All of our research and collective experiences in animal welfare suggested this would be
the case and we all invested a great deal in this
strongly held belief.
Thankfully, our faith was validated. Animals in
our care are transformed. Thanks to our dedicated staff and volunteers, cats and dogs with
nowhere else to go have found the comfort and
support they desperately need (and deserve) at
our 43-acre Sanctuary in Ashford, Connecticut.
When I think of the special-needs animals in our
care at the Sanctuary, I think of Hera, a strikingly
beautiful and sweet, yet terribly fearful German
Shepherd/Lab mix that came to us via Animal
Control. Over time, thanks in part to her daily
walks around our idyllic Sanctuary campus with
her new-found canine friends, and the great work
our staff and volunteers have done to socialize her, she is slowly but surely letting down her
guard. Soon, Hera will be ready for her forever
family: a family to help continue her on her journey toward becoming the confident, well-adjusted
dog we know she can be. It’s a journey that
started at the Sanctuary.

Recognizing the need to grow our Annual Fund,
which makes all of our animal rescue programs
possible, as well as our need to continue expanding our Sanctuary to assist more animals, the
Newman’s Own Foundation has put forth the
Newman’s Own Foundation Sanctuary Challenge.
If we can meet our very ambitious $850,000
Annual Fund goal by December 31, the
Newman’s Own Foundation will make a generous
lead gift of $100,000 to launch Phase 3 of our
capital campaign to build four more cottages
at our Sanctuary. We hope to break ground
in the fall of 2016.
With these additional cottages, we will be able to
house twice as many homeless cats and dogs at
the Sanctuary campus, and in turn, we will have
many more inspiring stories to share with you
in the future. Like the animals we care for, Our
Companions is on a journey, and this next leg of
that journey will bring us significantly closer to
fulfilling our vision. Thank you for being part of
this journey.

Yes, the rehabilitative power of the Sanctuary
is everything we hoped and dreamed it would be.
However, we are limited in our space. That is
why I am so grateful to long-time OC supporters,
Newman’s Own Foundation, for their
recent offering.

Valerie Friedman,
Board Chair

Susan Linker,
Chief Executive Officer
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Service Dogs

Dogs and People Saving One Another

by Lyn T. Garson, CVT

Alice collapsed one day last summer while
working alone at her dog training facility.
When paramedics arrived they found her lying
unconscious on the floor in the midst of a
violent grand mal seizure. Five days later she
awoke in the ICU completely unaware of what
had previously transpired. It was Faith that had
saved Alice’s life during the seizure episode.
Faith – in the form of a Golden Retriever.
Alice’s personally-trained medical alert service
dog, three-year-old Faith, effectively dialed 911
with her paws by jumping up on a metal folding
chair and pressing the pre-programmed alarm
button that hangs from a wall hook. Faith then
pushed open a door and raced into the office
to grab the supply pouch containing Alice’s
medical history and prescription medications.
With the pouch clenched firmly between her
teeth, Faith returned to sit vigil by Alice’s side,
waiting for emergency responders to arrive.
As someone who depends on a service dog
herself, Alice relates to others in the same
situation personally – and professionally. A
Certified Professional Dog Trainer for more
than 30 years, Alice also holds a Ph.D. in
Human Behavior and Psychology. Her unique
expertise in both human and animal behavior
is the driving force behind Faithful Friends
Service Dog Foundation (www.FFSDF.org),
a Connecticut-based non-profit organization
whose mission is to help people with disabilities train their appropriate personal dogs
to become their service dogs. Alice primarily
works with military veterans in need of mobility
assistance, support for Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) symptoms, and people requiring medical alert dogs for seizure and diabetic
events.

Dogs Wearing Vests and
Harnesses – Who They Are
and What They Do
The roles of service dogs are sometimes
confused with therapy and emotional support
or comfort dogs. Emotional support dogs provide comfort to their owners to help alleviate

Alice and her service dog Faith at the White House in 2014.
Photography credit, Shelley Castle Photography

Continued on page 4
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Service Dogs (continued)
anxiety and depression. Therapy dogs, used in
animal-assisted therapy programs, commonly
help other people in various settings, by visiting nursing homes, hospitals, schools, local
churches, and disaster relief centers. Therapy
dogs can even be seen in public libraries helping teach young children to read. Therapy and
emotional support dogs do not have automatic
access rights and must be invited to public
places. They cannot be taken everywhere.
Service animals are defined by the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) as dogs that are individually trained to do work or perform tasks
for people with disabilities. The disability may
be physical or psychological, and may be visible or not, such as with hearing loss, epilepsy,
diabetes, or PTSD. Handlers teamed with
their service dogs have the legal right to go
into public places normally prohibited to dogs,
including restaurants, grocery stores, shopping malls, movie theaters, hotels, and even
ambulances and hospitals. “A service dog is
considered medical equipment and public
access is required by law,” says Alice. “Service
dogs are needed by their handlers for mobility,
or, for example, medical alert dogs signal their
owners to low blood sugar, high blood sugar,
cardiac conditions and seizures.”
The ADA does not require service animals
to wear a vest, ID tag, or specific harness,
however many do in order to distinguish them
as a working dog. While therapy and comfort
dogs may wear vests with patches encouraging people to pet them, the service dog’s
patch specifically warns, “Working dog. Do
not pet.” Some people may be offended by
this, however, it is important to understand
the reason behind it. Service dogs are trained
to recognize that wearing a vest or harness
means they are “on duty” and need to stay
focused on tasks and their handler. Touching,
petting, offering food or treats and providing
attention even by simply talking to the dog creates distractions that can cause them to miss
a cue, placing the handler at risk for injury or
potentially life-threatening situations. Respect
the request and do not interact with the dog.
Speak to the person directly and always ask
for and receive permission first before making
any contact with their dog.
4

Left: Rick with Rocky, his service dog-in-training.
Right: Rick training Rocky to open a door.

Small Dogs Doing Big Jobs,
All Dogs Doing Important Jobs
A common misconception about service dogs
is that they are used exclusively as guiding eye
dogs for people with visual impairment. Another is that only large dogs can perform various
required tasks. But there are no restrictions;
any breed or any rescued dog can be trained
for all types of service work, although some
are better suited for certain functions. Depending on a person’s disability, dogs can be
trained to open and close doors and windows,
retrieve and carry objects, get medication,
or remind their handler to take medication,
respond to medical conditions, and assist with
balance and mobility (see sidebar on page 5).
Although the life of a service dog is busy, Alice
quickly points out, “The dog is not working every single minute of the day; the dog has down
time, is pretty much treated as a pet at home.
Most dogs do enjoy working.”
Some of the most important qualities of a service dog are adaptability to sudden changes in
noise levels and environment, having a calm
temperament and emotional balance, being
social but not overly social (with an ability
to bond to its handler), and with an interest
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in working and learning new things. “Not all
dogs are stable enough,” says Alice. “Dogs
that are fearful or timid won’t work. Dogs that
are overly assertive or excitable won’t work.
You have to find that perfect balance. And you
need a dog that was well socialized as a young
puppy so that sounds and different things that
it could be exposed to don’t cause a problem.”

Sit, Stay – Heal
Dogs trained for service work are initially
taught basic obedience skills just like pet
dogs. Then they move on to tasks where both
dog and handler go through 500 hours of
positive reinforcement training together with
Alice, and another 60 hours with the handler
alone, in preparation to pass the Public Access Test. Items such as tin cans filled with
cement are used for teaching dogs to touch
with their paws. A training exercise using the
Staples® “easy” button teaches dogs the
proper pressure needed for hitting automatic
door opener plates, and lanyards and keychain
tabs hone retrieval skills. Time spent during
this regimented training schedule is what ultimately creates the power to heal. “The training
process builds the bond,” says Alice. “We work
with the soldier and the dog as a team. It’s
part of the healing process.”

A Pup with a Purpose –
Rick and Rocky
Rick is medically retired from the U.S. Army,
where he served 12 years on the job, and
deployed to Operation Enduring Freedom
and Operation Iraqi Freedom. He worked as a
helicopter engine mechanic on Blackhawks,
Chinooks, Hueys, Apaches and Kiowas, and
is highly skilled in breaking down the helicopters – including engines – almost down to
the very last nut and bolt. Three years ago, a
car accident changed Rick’s life after he had
a stressed-induced seizure behind the wheel
on his way home from work. He awoke from a
coma five days later. “I suffered many injuries
but the damage to my brain has been the
biggest hurdle,” says Rick. “But with Faithful
Friends, and Rocky, who is my service dog-intraining, and the support from my family,
I’ve been able to make leaps and bounds
toward recovery.”
Rocky, a handsome three-year-old pit bull, had
already been with Rick since he was a puppy,
and was there throughout Rick’s recovery. “I
truly believe he understands my needs,” says
Rick. “We are very close and we pick up on
each other’s body language very well. I get
anxious in certain situations and Rocky
recognizes that.”
Rick admits to being a little nervous when he
first started training with Rocky. “I didn’t want
to do things wrong because I felt like I would
be failing Rocky. But as time went by he actually made me feel like it was okay if we didn’t
do everything perfect.” So far, Rick has taught
Rocky to go get help, retrieve items, and open
doors. And Rocky has given Rick his life back.
“I reached a point where I didn’t even want
to leave the house. I’ve gotten a lot better
because I can take Rocky with me,” says Rick.
“I feel like I’ve regained some control back in
my life.”

Angels Landing –
David and Patrick
David served 17 years in the U.S. Army as an
Enhanced Patriot Missile Operator, a Motor
Transportation Specialist, and Military Police/
Corrections Officer, before he was deemed
disabled. While in a PTSD program, David was
told he was eligible and would benefit from

Left: David and his service dog Patrick enjoy some well-deserved bonding time.
Right: Patrick travels on a plane with David.
a service dog. Soon, Patrick, a six-month-old
Rottweiler, magically came into his life. Alice
evaluated Patrick for his potential as an appropriate service dog – and she gave him a
paws-up. “I was swelled with emotion,” says
David, “and can only remember trying to walk

him to my car, and use my cane, and stop the
tears from freezing to my face. I knew I had
found my angel in Alice.”
Due to his neck and spine injuries, David was
concerned about training for long periods

Faithful Friends Service Dogs
Some of the tasks our dogs are trained to do:
•B
 ring medication to alleviate
symptoms
• Summon help during a crisis
•A
 nswer the doorbell (pull tab to open
door for emergency responders)
•O
 pen and close doors, drawers,
and appliances
• Retrieve and carry items
•H
 it an emergency button pre-programmed to call 911
• Provide balance assistance on stairs
•A
 ssist handler in getting up after a fall;
to raise and steady them
•A
 lert to changes in glucose levels
of diabetics
• Alert and respond to seizures

• Wake handler
from restless
sleep/night
terrors
• Facilitate social interactions
• Provide tactile stimulation to disrupt
emotional overload
• Turn light switches on or off
• PTSD support
• Provide handler with an excuse to
leave certain stressful situations
• Prevent panic/reduce hyper-vigilance
in public situations
• Alert to changes in mental status
• Nudge handler during a dissociative
state or fear paralysis

•R
 emind handler to take their medications at certain times of day
Continued on page 6
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Service Dogs (continued)
of time, but he found Patrick to be a quick
learner who assisted him right away. “I use
him as a living cane and back support tool,”
says David. “I use him to get to doctor’s appointments, stores. He helps me to manage
my PTSD symptoms, including severe anxiety.
I use him to help keep me from falling back
into nightmares. He has basically put some
normalcy back into my life.”
Most of David’s experiences as a disabled
veteran with a service dog are positive, he
says, however sometimes store employees
who don’t know about service dogs look at
him strangely. He also is questioned about
Patrick’s breed; people think Rottweilers can’t
be service dogs.
“Patrick has taught me how to love again,”
says David. “He’s taught me how to be responsible. I’ve learned how to interact with people
again through Patrick. He’s taught me how to
deal with life. I feel more liberated to go places
and do things. Patrick has been a huge part of
me maintaining a life of recovery.”

Highs and Lows –
Lynn and Frankie
Several years ago, Lynn was diagnosed with
Type 1 diabetes, which requires her to be on
an insulin pump to help regulate blood sugar
levels. Lynn had instances when she was not
aware anything was wrong, yet her sugar was
extremely low. While sleeping, her twitching
would wake her husband and he could help
her, but Lynn became concerned while at work
or home alone. “I read in a diabetes magazine that dogs were being trained for Diabetic
Alert,” says Lynn, “letting their handler know if
sugar is too high or low. This seemed to be a
perfect solution.”
Lynn researched Diabetic Alert Dog (DAD)
organizations online for six months before
finding Faithful Friends, one of only a few DAD
training schools in the country and the only
one on the East Coast. Lynn began training
her eight-week-old golden retriever, Frankie, in
basic obedience. Now, at only one year of age,
Frankie has already moved on to DAD task
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Frankie, sniffing a blood glucose sample.
work. He is learning to lie down to alert for low
blood sugar, and touch his paws up in a gentle
jump, for high blood sugar alerts. “We did
several 10 to 15 minute sessions throughout
the day,” says Alice. “Frankie is an exceptional
dog; he got bored with the routine training
so we started teaching the alert behavior
because it’s like a puzzle game and he enjoys
it. After his first day of alert training for these
behaviors, he jumped up on Lynn, and come to
find out, her blood sugar was high.”

sense of smell. Whereas you and I smell pasta
sauce cooking, dogs smell each ingredient.”
“Having a service dog is very different than
having a pet,” says Lynn. “It is a lot of work to
train a service dog. I have had to get used to
having a dog with me all of the time. Because
he likes to work, I have had to come up with
ways to entertain him. Not all are successful,
but I keep on trying.”

Faith’s Shining Star
Diabetic alert training is accomplished by first
obtaining a set of blood sample testing strips.
Lynn provided strips of her normal, low, and
high blood sugar results. The strips are used to
cue the alert behaviors – the low blood sugar
result strip for the cue to lie down; the high
result strip for the cue of paws up. The normal
reading is used for eliciting no reaction. Each
strip smells differently to the dog, and smell is
what cues the behavior. “Dogs have the ability
to smell the sugar level in the blood, and can
also smell the sugar content in their person,”
explains Alice. “Dogs have an extremely keen
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This past March, Alice’s service dog Faith was
honored with a shining star-shaped award presented at the K9 Veteran’s Day of Observance
in Bergen County, New Jersey, by the Tails of
Hope Foundation. The award reads, “Dr. Alice
Quinn and K9 Faith, Star Inspiration. For Your
Tireless Service Supporting K9 National Security Teams, Veterans, and First Responders;
and to K9 Faith for Saving Dr. Quinn’s Life.”
Faith saved Alice’s life, and Alice saves others’
lives through her service dog work – dogs and
people saving one another.

Catalyzing the Work of Our Companions
One Connection at a Time	

by Jennifer Barrows

Inveterate world travelers, Janet and Sam
Bailey, have crisscrossed the globe in search
of adventure and connection with other
people, animals, and cultures. Interestingly,
their affiliation with Our Companions, so close
to home, provides some of the most soulenriching experiences they have enjoyed in
recent years.

and released it into the woods.

“Janet became involved in the early days of
Our Companions,” reflects CEO Susan Linker.
“We met, and I shared with her what was
then just a very ambitious vision (the plans to
create a domestic animal sanctuary) – but the
idea spoke to her on a visceral level, and she
became one of our most ardent and longtime
investors – both financial and visionary.”

“I am always promoting Our Companions,
everywhere I go.” Janet continues, “Connections are so important, and I am delighted to
be able to assist in linking Our Companions
with others.”

Perhaps the most palpable aspect of Janet’s
involvement has been her ability to connect
OC with others. As a direct result of her gift
for bringing people together, the organization
has formed important relationships that have
helped us meet bold goals. As we embark
upon the Capital Campaign to build Phase 3
of our Sanctuary, we recognize that none of
this would be possible without these important
connections and the financial support that
has resulted.
Janet has been active on Our Companions’
Board of Directors as well as its Advisory Board
– and continues to serve in the latter capacity.
In addition, the Baileys have been extremely
generous in their financial support of OC –
giving at the leadership level to the Annual
Fund, as well as during key phases of the
Sanctuary’s construction.
Janet and Sam have two Maine Coon Cats,
Sankaty and Macy. Both are Nantucketinspired names – a place very dear to the
Baileys, and where they have a second home.
“Anyone who knows me knows of my love for
animals,” Janet says.
And animal lovers definitely recognize one
of their own. When Susan Linker visited the
Baileys’ house for the first time, several years
ago, one of their cats ran into the room with a
mouse in its mouth. Susan asked if she could
follow the cat and retrieve the mouse. She did,

“People who devote their lives to animals are
so special, and Susan is one of those people,”
says Janet. “You just have to meet her to
understand what drives this organization. Here
is a person who undertook a major fundraising
initiative during a recession – and succeeded!

Sam and Janet up close and personal with a panda.

Indeed, through Janet’s efforts and introductions, OC has established a more solid footing
in its community, acquired invaluable input
on governance and vision, and garnered
much-needed financial support. “Janet and
a handful of others put us on the map,” says
Susan Linker.
One of Janet’s main interests, in addition to
her work with Our Companions, is mentoring
inner-city girls from Hartford. She provides
guidance, friendship, and educational opportunities to these young people, in whom
she sees unlimited potential. So far she has
mentored eight students, all of whom, as it
turns out, possess a soft spot for animals.
Ever the “Connector Extraordinaire,” Janet has
introduced her students to Susan Linker and
Our Companions.
“Susan engages the girls in community service
projects geared around animals, and she always follows through, no matter how busy she
is,” notes Janet. Thanks to these experiences,
the girls have established a sense of community and connection that will last throughout
their lives.
In their world travels, the Baileys have
witnessed startling beauty, as well as abject
cruelty, particularly in regard to the treatment
of animals. In Burma (Myanmar), they encountered two captive elephants, tethered by short
chains, who are forced to resort to rocking
back and forth perpetually in their boredom
and harsh confinement. The horrific sight left
the Baileys profoundly sad, frustrated, and
wondering what can be done to help them.
www.OurCompanions.org | Fall 2015

Macy and Sankaty snuggle on the sofa.
They visited Morocco during a sacrificial lamb
festival, which they found equally shocking.
“There need to be more Our Companions organizations all over the world, and there needs
to be more awareness,” says Janet. “People
are not aware of what goes on in other parts
of the world.” After reflecting a moment, she
adds, “And we need more Susan Linkers in
the world.”
Our Companions is honored to be one of the
many causes to which the Baileys give so generously of their time, talent and financial resources. And as if this were not enough, Janet
and Sam have ensured that their stewardship
will be perpetuated long after they are gone.
“We have a Family Foundation along with our
two adult sons and daughters-in-law (David
and Kerry, and John Stuart and Jenny), and
grandchildren (Carter and Susannah), who are
all big animal lovers,” says Janet. “So we will
be passing on our love for Our Companions,
and the organization will continue to be supported by our family long into the future.”
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GIVING
Forever Home Society
Recognizing Those Who Are Committed to the Protection
of Animals Today and Well Into the Future
By choosing to include Our Companions in your estate plan, you become
a partner in the protection of animals for generations to come, ensuring
that we always have the resources to fulfill our promise to do the right thing
for animals.
The Forever Home Society honors those who have included Our Companions
in their estate plan through charitable bequests, trusts, or other provisions.
Following, is a list of our current Forever Home Society members; we hope
you will consider adding your name to this list.
Anonymous
Ms. Elizabeth Aaronsohn
Ms. Mary Jean Agostini
Mrs. Janet Bailey
Dr. George and Mrs. Jennifer Barrows
Mrs. Deborah Batten
Ms. Joan Oppelt Brodeur
Ms. Lana Burchman
Ms. Pamela Cabrera
Ms. Donna Canalis
Mr. James and Mrs. Jessica Couzens
Mrs. Carol Covello
Mr. Harry and Mrs. Joan Curry
Ms. Christina (Tina) Davies
Ms. June E. Day
Ms. Mary June Day
Ms. Mary deManbey
Ms. Heather Dennis and Mr. Kevin Gillespie
Ms. Christine Durrer
Ms. Karen A. Ellsworth
Ms. Karen Ericson
Ms. Barbara J. Erskine
Ms. Paula Fischer
Mr. Marvin Fried
Ms. Valerie Friedman

Ms. Lyn Garson
Ms. Michele Greaves and Mr. Joseph Popovitch
Mr. David Gregorski
Ms. Leslie Haber
Ms. Jamila Hadj-Salem
Mr. Bob and Mrs. Susan Hart
Ms. Harriet Hersh
Ms. Kim Hoffman
Ms. Kathy Hucks
Ms. Kathie Hunter
Ms. Lisa Ireland *
Ms. Dottie Kern
Mrs. Gretchen LaBau
Ms. Estelle Langlois
Mr. Mitchell and Mrs. Susan Linker
Ms. Mary Mansfield
Mr. Robert and Mrs. Susan Mason
Ms. Mari Merwin
Mr. Roger and Mrs. Barbara Orsie
Ms. Lida Orzeck
Ms. Nancy Parker
Mr. William and Mrs. Eleanor Peters
Mr. Henry Petrofsky
Mr. Neil and Mrs. Kathy Pierson
Ms. Barbara Prine and Mr. Cyprian Martin

Mr. Robert and Mrs. Judith W.M. Prohaska
Ms. Rajeshwari Punekar
Mr. Robert J. and Mrs. Eileen Rau
Ms. June Roy
Ms. Barbara Ruben
Ms. Susan Smith Rubin
Ms. Lisa St. Germain and Ms. Karen Beaulieu
Ms. Karen Scucchi-Carr
Ms. Lorraine Semnoski
Mr. Charles and Mrs. Chris Shivery
Ms. Joanne Singer
Ms. Vi Smalley
Ms. Diane Smith
Ms. Joyce Snyder
Mr. Michael and Mrs. Patricia Starace
Ms. Christa Sterling
Mr. George and Mrs. Nancy Stimac
Mr. Patrick and Mrs. Kathleen Sullivan
Ms. Ginny Tennison
Ms. Lynda Thornton
Mr. Albert Toro
Mr. Tom and Mrs. Rita Weidman
Mr. Edward and Mrs. Kathleen Young
Dr. Gordon and Mrs. Kim Zimmermann
*Deceased

If you have already included Our Companions in your estate plan, please let us know so that we can welcome you as a member of the
Forever Home Society.

To learn more, please contact Susan Linker at 860-242-9999, ext 301 or email SusanL@OurCompanions.org.
The language to include Our Companions as a beneficiary of a charitable gift through your estate (will) is as follows: “I give (x dollars/
x percent or all of the residue of my estate) to Our Companions Domestic Animal Sanctuary (DBA, Our Companions Animal Rescue)
organizing and existing under the laws of the State of Connecticut, and with a principal business address of P.O. Box 956,
Manchester, CT 06045-0956. TAX-ID # 41-2047734.”
8
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GIVING

With your help, we won’t have to imagine.
Recognizing the need to grow our Annual Fund, which makes all of our animal rescue programs possible, and continue expanding our one-of-a-kind
Ashford Sanctuary, Newman’s Own
Foundation has put forth a challenge:
the Newman’s Own Foundation
Sanctuary Challenge.
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Our animal Sanctuary in Ashford, Connecticut provides a home-like,
supportive environment for abused and abandoned animals to recover
and prepare for new homes. However, with only three cottages on the
campus, we are limited in the number of animals we can house at any one
time. Imagine how much more we could do, and how many more lives
we could save, if we only had more space.
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Introducing the Newman’s Own
Foundation Sanctuary Challenge!
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If we can meet our very ambitious $850,000 Annual Fund goal by
December 31, Newman’s Own Foundation will make a generous lead gift
of $100,000 to launch Phase 3 of our Capital Campaign to build four more
cottages at our Sanctuary. We hope to break ground in the fall of 2016.
Please help us take advantage of this special opportunity by making a
generous gift to our Annual Fund today. With your support, we’ll not only
meet our goals for this year, but we’ll be closer to truly realizing our vision
for the Ashford campus.
To make your gift online, please visit us at OurCompanions.org/donate. We
hope you will consider being part of the Newman’s Own Foundation Sanctuary Challenge, and we thank you in advance for your steadfast support.
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The Last Resort
The Realities of Re-Homing a Pet

The companion animals with whom we share
our lives are important and treasured members of the family, as any devoted pet owner
would agree. When we are given the privilege
of adopting a pet, we are expected to love
them, care for their every need, nurse them
when they are sick, and see them through to
the end of their lives. In turn, our pets keep us
company in good times and bad, and shower
us with unconditional love. At Our Companions, we consider these relationships between
humans and their pets to be a lifelong commitment, and yet, every day we receive requests
for help from people who have convinced
themselves that their pet would be better off
in another home, for one reason or another.
Of course, we realize that there are situations
in which re-homing a pet may be the only
course of action available. Single pet owners
may become very ill, or pass away, and if no
provision has been made for the future care
of their pet, finding a new home becomes absolutely imperative. At other times, job loss or
home foreclosures, having a baby, or allergies
may have pet owners feeling overwhelmed and
unable to keep their pets. In still other cases, a
behavioral issue may be pushing a pet owner
to the point of thinking re-homing is the only
answer. We also have seen cases where a pet
owner feels guilty about working long hours –
or for some other reason believes that the pet
could be happier elsewhere (e.g., with a bigger
yard, with kids, etc.).
Many pet owners are unsure and ask us for
advice on what they should do in these situations and during lifestyle changes. Let us
assure you that unless you are absolutely unable to provide care to your pet, the best home
for them is with you! If you work a lot, your pet
isn’t counting the hours until you get home
– they are just happy to see you when you
return. They will not be happier leaving you,
someone they consider a lifelong companion,
to live in a strange home. Any pet would be
bewildered and saddened by such a situation,
but dogs find it especially traumatic.
If you contact Our Companions for help in rehoming a pet you believe you cannot keep, we
will first attempt to work with you to find solu-
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By Jennifer Barrows

tions to whatever issue is at the heart of your
decision. We have many resources and have
worked with hundreds of pet owners to successfully retain pets in their original homes.
If you have exhausted all options and still find
that you need to re-home your pet, we urge you
to take the time to do it right. You want your
pet to be loved and well cared for. So if you
or someone you know find themselves in this
situation, here are some important things
to consider:
• Make sure your pet is healthy and that vaccines are up to date. He or she should also be
spayed or neutered. Let your veterinarian know
that you are seeking a new home for your pet.
He or she may be able to help, or may let you
post an ad in his/her clinic.
• Contact breed-specific rescue groups, if your
cat or dog is a purebred.
• Do not post on Craig’s List, particularly a
“Free to Good Home” ad. There are countless
horror stories about pets unwittingly being
handed over to animal abusers posing as
adopters (often who bring a child with them to
enhance their credibility). These people may
be engaged in illegal dog fighting activities,
may be hoarders, backyard breeders, or brokers who sell your pet for research purposes.
Do not take a chance with your beloved pet.
• Before dropping your pet off at an overcrowded shelter, make an effort to find a home
on your own, contacting people whom you
know personally. If you need help, call Our
Companions. It is vital that you do not delay in
seeking help as soon as you determine that
you have no other options. Our Companions
has a great program that works with pet owners to find a new home in cases where there
is no other recourse. It takes time to find a
new home, and in the meantime, the pet
needs to stay with you or a trusted family
member or friend.
• If you find someone willing to adopt your
pet, be sure to interview them thoroughly
beforehand. Draw up an application, asking
about other pets in the home, kids, landlord
www.OurCompanions.org | Fall 2015

restrictions, who their veterinarian is (and call
their vet to ascertain if they are responsible
pet owners), and whether the pet will be indoor- only (in the case of cats or rabbits). Visit
the home prior to approving the adoption. If
a potential adopter refuses to let you visit, do
not pursue them as an adopter.
• Allow the pet to meet all the members of its
potential new family, and observe how they
interact with each other.
• If the potential adopter is a “friend of a
friend,” or someone you do not know, ask for
personal references, as well as a valid photo
ID. Follow up by calling references.
• Provide the pet’s medical records and
veterinarian’s contact information, as well as
your pet’s personal items such as bowls, toys,
bedding, collar, leash, etc. Let the new adopters know about what your pet likes to eat, any
required care, and any behavioral issues or
other special needs.
• Require the adopter to sign a contract of the
agreed upon conditions. Include a provision
that in the event that they decide to re-home
the pet, they will contact you first.
This short list is by no means exhaustive.
There are many additional resources available
online and through organizations such as Our
Companions that can assist you in doing the
right thing for your pet. We understand that in
any circumstance, it is never easy to give up a
companion animal. We can help ensure that
your pet finds a home that can offer the love
and care it deserves.

Sanctuary News

Join the Fall Fun!

news

This fall, set your GPS to 46 Floeting Road, Ashford, CT. Just 45 minutes from Hartford,
Ashford is a beautiful town in the “quiet corner” of Connecticut that promises beautiful foliage,
scenic roads, seasonal orchards – oh – and our beautiful animal Sanctuary!
Each Saturday from 1 p.m. until 3 p.m., the Sanctuary is open to visitors for a tour of our
facilities. Come experience the place where transformations happen every day for animals
who need a second chance at a happy life. While you’re visiting, learn how you can become a
part of our family of volunteers and supporters and meet the animals whose lives have been
changed forever.
Here are some photos of our Ashford Sanctuary. We hope you will visit sometime soon!

Handyperson Wanted!
We are looking for volunteer handypeople to help us do
minor repairs and improvements at our animal sanctuary.

Can you help?
Call or email Krystal...

860-242-9999 x317 Krystal@OurCompanions.org
46 Floeting Road, Ashford, CT
www.OurCompanions.org | Fall 2015
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Sanctuary News

Extra Special Animals Find Forever Homes



By Julie Stankiewicz

As part of our mission to do the right thing for
animals, regardless of the challenge or cost,
Our Companions provides a home-like
Sanctuary for dogs and cats with special
needs, and is committed to finding them
new loving homes. “We don’t shy away from
special-needs cases because we know we can
help. No matter what challenges lay ahead, we
never stop trying until these animals are comfortable and happy,” says CEO Susan Linker.
Through simple environmental modifications,
we have seen animals with physical challenges thrive, first at our Sanctuary, and later
in their forever homes. Special-needs animals
bring tremendous joy into the lives of their
adopters, and their extraordinary successes
inspire us all.

Teddy and Kitty –
Friends for Life

Joanne and Stanley relax on the couch with Teddy.

A lovable and playful boy named Teddy was the
first blind cat to live at Our Companions’ Sanctuary. Teddy was given a private room of his
own, where he quickly learned his way around,
and enjoyed visits with volunteers as well as
playtime with interactive toys.
Teddy often looked lonely when visitors left.
For this reason, he was eventually given a
constant companion – a very shy cat named
Kitty. Although Teddy couldn’t see, he showed
a trusting, confident nature that enabled Kitty
to learn to trust people. The two cats quickly
became inseparable. They wrestled and
played, cuddled on the couch together, and sat
on the window sill to watch (or in Teddy’s case,
listen) to the birds outside.
Just two weeks after Teddy and Kitty became
roommates and best friends, they were adopted together into their forever home. Joanne
and Stanley Szelag fell in love with Teddy and
Kitty and decided to make both cats part of
their family. “When we met Teddy there was
such a connection,” says Joanne. “My heart
went out to him. My heart went out to Kitty too
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Left: Teddy poses handsomely for the camera. Right: Kitty enjoys her window perch.
because cats often don’t get adopted unless
they are outgoing and more visible.”

Henry and Forbes –
Constant Companions

Simple accommodations, such as keeping furniture and other objects in the same
places and making tapping sounds to guide
Teddy if he becomes disoriented, have
enabled him to have an otherwise normal
and happy life.

Henry, a friendly and adorable senior beagle,
was welcomed as a guest at Our Companions’
Sanctuary after having been rescued from a
stressful and unsafe situation. When Marie
Joyner, Our Companions’ Director of Canine
Operations, saw Henry bump into an object in
the middle of the room, she realized that Henry
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It was love at first sight when Forbes met Henry, a blind
dog, at the Sanctuary.
was losing his vision. Marie brought Henry to a
veterinary ophthalmologist, who diagnosed him
with SARDS (Sudden Acquired Retinal Degeneration Syndrome), a disease that causes rapid
and complete blindness in dogs.
Despite having lost his vision, Henry was able
to navigate the Sanctuary grounds quite well.
He enjoyed going for walks with Our Companions volunteers and sunbathing in a yard
adjacent to his room that he could access
through a doggie door. When Henry was in
unfamiliar territory, he wore a special Halo vest
that prevented him from bumping his head
into objects and potentially injuring himself.
Lifelong dog lover Forbes Warren saw a newspaper advertisement featuring Henry’s picture
and decided to meet him. Forbes knew that he
and Henry would make a great team. “Forbes
was exactly what we were looking for in an
adopter for Henry,” says Marie Joyner. “When
we went on a home visit, Henry had very few
issues navigating his home. Forbes has a
beautiful backyard and patio area that I knew
Henry would enjoy.”
Forbes notes that in Henry’s case, no accommodations were needed in order for Henry to

Snookey, pictured on the left, and Mason are currently living at the Sanctuary awaiting their
forever homes. Mason was born with a hind limb deformity and does not have back legs.
live an independent and normal life. Henry
uses his nose to guide him, navigates well on
his own, and can climb up and down stairs.
For the first six months, Henry wore a leash
outdoors. However, he knows the yard so well
now that the leash is no longer necessary.
“He’s a normal dog. When people come over,
he will look up at them. They pet him and are
in disbelief that he is blind,” says Forbes.

Mason and Snookey –
Ready to Steal Your Heart!
Mason is a sweet and gentle brown tiger cat
currently residing at the Sanctuary. His peaceful spirit and charming personality give no
indication of the enormous difficulties he has
had to endure. Astonishingly, he survived the
first three years of his life on his own outdoors
with only his front legs.
Mason was born with a hind limb deformity
and does not have back legs. When he first arrived at the Sanctuary, he was frightened and
injured from dragging his back stumps outside
in the winter and being attacked by other cats.
Some simple modifications to Mason’s room at
the Sanctuary have increased his mobility and
www.OurCompanions.org | Fall 2015

made a world of difference for him. First, Our
Companions staff covered the floor with soft
bedding so that he could move around without
re-injuring the skin on his hind stumps. They
also created a series of steps so that he could
easily get in and out of his litter box.
Most significantly, a carpeted ramp was placed
in the corner of Mason’s room to allow him to
move freely from the floor onto the futon and
window sill on his own. “Having the independence to move about his entire space has
meant everything to him. It has made a huge
difference in his attitude and happiness,”
notes Susan Linker.
A two-year-old brown tiger cat named Snookey
has become Mason’s roommate and best
friend. Nervous and timid when she first arrived, Snookey has benefited from Mason’s
quiet room as well as his peaceful demeanor.
“When they met, Mason fell in love with her
right away, “says Susan.
All they need now is a loving adopter to give
them a forever home where they can enjoy
their new life – together.
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Join our Family of Volunteers
and Make a Difference!
Volunteers are the backbone of all that is accomplished at Our Companions Animal Rescue. Nearly 400 members strong, our volunteer team is
a committed group of people that makes a difference every day in the
lives of companion animals and in our community.
As our organization continues to grow, so does our need for individuals to help us create and implement important programs. We hope you
might be interested in learning more about how you can play a role – we
would be delighted to welcome you into our family of volunteers.
To learn more, please fill out an application to volunteer (on our website)
and plan to attend one of the monthly volunteer orientations held at our
Valerie Friedman Program Center in Manchester. Our volunteers love
what they do – we hope you will join us!

Animal Caregivers at the Ashford Sanctuary

If you would like to
work directly with
the animals, you’ll
feel right at home
at our beautiful
Sanctuary, as a
feline or canine
caregiver! Our home-like, cage-free Sanctuary, located in Ashford, is
largely volunteer-run. It provides a loving, enriching environment to
adoptable animals that need special rehabilitation or care before moving on to their forever homes.

Ambassador Volunteers

Our Companions
Ambassadors
attend special
events, fairs, and
festivals to spread
the word about our
dynamic and growing organization.
Volunteers who are
trained to become
Our Companions
Ambassadors staff information booths and introduce passers-by to our
organization by providing literature and answering questions.
Ambassadors receive special training on speaking points and how best
to represent Our Companions to the public. Each ambassador also
receives a packet containing brochures, business cards, and other
materials that they will need at events. If you enjoy meeting new people
and educating the public about animal issues, we hope you will consider
volunteering as an Our Companions Ambassador!

Animal Helpline

Our dog volunteers assist with exercising, socializing, and caring for the
dogs. Our canine friends love their outside time in the play yard and on
the nature trails. The interactive time between the volunteers and dogs
helps the dogs become better socialized and prepares them for life with
a new family.
The cats at our Sanctuary need lots of love too! The time they spend
with volunteers is an important part of socialization. Our volunteers
provide enrichment to the cats through playtime, cuddling, as well as
behavioral work for the cats who need it.
Consider volunteering with our animals at the Ashford Sanctuary and
make a difference in the lives of rescued cats and dogs.
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The Our Companions Animal Helpline receives and responds to nearly
5,000 calls each year from the public, seeking advice and assistance
with pet adoption, rehoming, behavioral issues, affordable spay and
neuter services, and feral cat care.
Thanks to a dedicated group of volunteers working in our Helpline program, we are able to respond to every call, providing assistance in the
form of our many effective programs and resources. We hope you will
consider becoming a Helpline volunteer.
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Grounds Workers & Handy Men (and Women)

Canine College

If you are handy around the house or enjoy working in the great outdoors, we
need your skills! Our beautiful 43-acre Sanctuary in Ashford can be a lot of
work to keep up, and without our grounds volunteers we couldn’t do it. The
property includes the Sanctuary campus, a dog park, and nature trails, all of
which need periodic maintenance. For those who prefer the indoors, we love
our handyman (and handywoman) volunteers! Our buildings get a lot of traffic
between volunteers, the animals, and visitors, and things sometimes break.
That’s where our handymen come in. They help us with everything from fixing
a hinge to building cat trees.

Sterile Feral Program

Through our Sterile
Feral program, we
provide TNR, or Trap
Neuter Return,
services for those who
are feeding feral cats.
This enables them
to have the cats
vaccinated and sterilized. After completing the TNR program, these feral
cat caregivers are provided support and resources to care for their feral
colonies – that’s where our volunteers come in to help.
Volunteers in our Sterile Feral program help by hosting feral cat food drives
in their community and helping to build feral cat shelters so cats can stay
warm in the colder months.

The Our Companions Canine College program aims to help dogs
remain with their families by improving and changing behavior. We
provide all the curriculum and information needed to develop the
skills so you can teach and assist in training classes. You will learn
all about dog behavior – why dogs act the way they do, dog body
language, and training techniques, as well as how to constructively
communicate with their human owners. It may seem like a big commitment, but our volunteers will tell you that after seeing the vast
improvements in their canine students, it’s an enriching and rewarding experience!

Are you looking for a way to use
your time and talents to help
animals live a better life?
Visit our website
OurCompanions.org - Get Involved - Volunteer

www.OurCompanions.org | Fall 2015
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The Scoop

Accommodating Your Aging Feline 
This topic was selected by Our Companions’
Sanctuary Feline Behavior Manager, Karen
Aseltine. When I met to talk with her, some of
these issues hit very close to home. I currently
have senior animals (two dogs and a cat) and
watching their needs change and expenses
rise, it’s definitely not the fun part of owning
a pet. However, we owe it to them to do what
they need to age peacefully and happily.
So exactly how old is old in the feline world?
According to PetMD, seven to ten years of
age. If that’s the case, my little Mirabelle was
already a senior when I got her at the age of
seven! It’s important to remember that every
cat is different and not every cat’s age is
exactly known, so learn to recognize the signs
of aging to help you make decisions regarding
your cat’s needs.

Signs of Aging, and
Management Suggestions:
• Mobility Issues: Is your cat displaying signs
of stiffness or pain, or changes in activity
levels? Cats sleep 12 to 16 hours a day, so
general laziness isn’t a sign, but added laziness may be! If your cat is no longer seeking
out high spots in your home, this could be
a sign of stiffness and pain. Consider adding ramps or steps for access to beds and
perches and adding some heated or
cushioned beds for comfort.
• Dental Issues: Problems with teeth can
make eating painful, breath stinky, and cause
infection. Talking with your vet about the best
plan of action regarding diet, cleanings and
extractions is important.
• Food Issues: You may need to change the
diet as your cat ages. No teeth? Consider

by Andrea Dobras
switching to all wet food. Packing on
the pounds? Try a weight management formula. If your cat seems
disinterested in eating, and dental
issues aren’t the reason, consider
heating up wet food just enough to
release some aroma.
• Water Consumption: Increased
water consumption is common in
several illnesses including diabetes
and kidney disease, so definitely give
your vet a call. Provide fresh, clean
water and pet water fountains near
the feeding area and in a few other
areas of the home.
• Litter Box Issues: As cats age,
their mobility changes and their
water needs may increase. Having
several easily accessible litter boxes
will be your best defense against any
Maribelle enjoys a peaceful nap.
inappropriate elimination. Make sure
that the box walls are not too high and
it can be easily accommodated. It may be as
that the boxes are not too small. Does your cat
simple as placing some night lights around the
have to go up or down stairs to get to her litter
house and controlling clutter.
box? You may want to offer one on each level.
• Grooming Issues: Does brushing cause
discomfort? You may need to experiment a bit
to find a brush or comb that your cat enjoys.
Check their nail length often and help groom
hard-to-reach areas, and be watchful for any
new lumps or bumps.
• Hearing/Vision/Vocalization Issues: I currently have a blind dog and a deaf cat . . . it’s
like See No Evil, Hear No Evil here in my house
with my very own Richard Pryor and Gene
Wilder. If your cat loses her hearing or sight,

Karen Aseltine is the Sanctuary Feline Behavior Manager and Caregiver
at the Ashford Sanctuary. Karen is a Certified Cat Behavior Counselor
and serves as one of our resident “kitty psychologists.” She receives
questions everyday about cat behavior. This column will highlight the
most commonly asked questions.

The Scoop

To submit a question for consideration in a future edition
of The Scoop, call us at 860-242-9999, ext. 301,
or e-mail editor@ourcompanions.org.
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• Changes in Interaction: Your cat may not
play like she used to, but it’s still important
to engage in shorter, gentler play sessions. If
you are petting a cat with physical or sensory
issues, try not to startle them; approach slowly
and touch gently. If your cat is showing signs of
anxiousness or fear, Feliway pheromone diffusers (available at pet stores or online) can help.
Other Issues: Avoid stressors whenever possible. For example, introducing a new animal
into the home is stressful to an aging feline.
Also, rather than boarding your cat when you
go away, have a pet sitter come into your home
to keep stress and change to a minimum.
Bottom line: Your senior cat should be taken
to the vet twice a year and senior blood profiles should be done annually to keep an eye
on what’s going on inside the body. The vet will
be your best resource for changing diets due
to mobility, dental or health needs. They will
also be a good source for determining
appropriate vaccination schedules.

Marie’s Den
Re-Homing Your Dog

by Kelly Alver

At Our Companions, people often contact us
asking for help in finding a new home for their
dog. We take these inquiries very seriously,
since re-homing a dog is always a difficult
decision to make. Our first course of action is
to determine if we can help correct any issues
(behavioral or medical) that are making the
living situation difficult or seemingly impossible. In many cases, we can offer solutions
that enable the dog to remain with his or her
original family.
As detailed in our article (The Last Resort,
page 10), re-homing a canine companion is
very stressful. However, if there are no means
to preserve the dog’s original home, and rehoming is the only remaining option, then we
ask our clients to plan in advance as much
as possible for finding the dog a new home.
Canine Operations Director Marie Joyner emphasizes the importance of preparing a dog
for adoption, making them the best they can
possibly be, and thereby increasing the
chances that the pet can be successfully
adopted into a new family.
“Re-homing can be traumatic for some dogs,”
says Marie. “Think of how you have felt
every time you’ve moved. Imagine going to a
foreign land where they don’t speak the same
language, and have a completely different
routine. This is what being re-homed is like
to a dog.”
Marie suggests that in order to prepare your
dog for possible re-homing in the future, it is
important that you expose your dog to different
living situations during its lifetime – going to
new places and experiencing life with new and
different people. Doggie daycare, staying with

friends or family members, or being kenneled
for short periods gives the dog an opportunity
to be cared for by other people, and to learn
that their people come back.
Many dogs who end up at a shelter have no
idea how to cope with the noise and confusion, let alone the feelings of abandonment
and unfamiliarity associated with not being in
their own home. Canine socialization gives a
dog an instant leg up in finding a new home.
Even if a prospective adopter never plans on
having their dog around other dogs, they want
to adopt a pet who is good with other dogs.
Dog parks are problematic for some dogs, so
attending a doggie daycare where they form
doggy friends is often a better choice, as is
getting together with friends at one another’s
homes. This allows your dog to get comfortable
sharing their toys and turf with others. These
experiences will help your dog to more easily
adjust to living in a new home, if ever that
should be necessary.

Our Companions Canine Operations Director, Marie Joyner, receives
questions every day about dogs and their behavioral issues.
Marie’s Den answers some of the more commonly asked questions.

Marie’s Den
To submit a question for consideration in a future edition
of Marie’s Den, call us at 860-242-9999, ext. 301,
or e-mail editor@ourcompanions.org.
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In addition to raising your dog to be confident
in new situations, and well socialized, there
is a lot you can do when you have decided
to re-home your dog to make them desirable
to adopters. “Much like you stage your home
prior to sale, and fix anything broken, you need
to do the same for the dog you want to place,”
says Marie. This entails taking the dog to the
vet for blood work and getting any health issues under control. It could also mean taking
an obedience class with Our Companions, so
the dog will be more focused and able to greet
adopters calmly and confidently.
Our Companions is here to help along the way.
Our animal placement professionals will work
with you to get to know your dog and help in
improving his or her behaviors. We also inform
potential adopters of each aspect of the dog’s
behavior that we are aware of – both the
positives and negatives – so that they can be
properly prepared for how the dog will fit into
their home.
Once the dog is adopted, we offer a reduced
price to attend our training classes to ensure
that the new family can understand and reinforce what the dog already knows. This helps
maintain a sense of familiarity in the new
home and sets the dog up for success with
a new family.
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Marketplace
FRONTIER MEDICINE
A Broader View of Your Pets Healthcare

A professional office with experienced
veterinarians who are certified in veterinary
acupuncture and chiropractic and accomplished
in many effective holistic modalities.
Allys Maybank, VMD
Amy Matthews, VMD PhD
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860-653-7831

17 South Main Street, East Granby, CT

www.frontiervetmed.com

Leaving Again?

Do you have someone to care
for your pet when you’re away?
We offer: Pet Sitting Services
Vacation Services • Mid-Day Dog Walks
Call for a free consultation

860-231-0494

Client and
Veterinary
Recommended

“We treat your pets like family”
WestHartfordPetSitters.com

whpetsitters@yahoo.com • Bonded & Fully Insured

Custom software applications
and database systems
to help your business compete in a demanding marketplace.
Sales Support · Ordering Systems
Reporting Applications
Information solutions that enhance efficiency,
save time and reduce costs.

JTechWorks, LLC
Rocky Hill

860-563-5930
Putting Your Information to Work
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JTechWorks.com

Marketplace
Volunteer with your dog!
Therapy Dog Training Classes Now Forming
Manchester, Farmington, Willington
Sponsored by Tails of Joy, Inc. Animal Assisted Therapy

Contact Sue Gagnon 860-466-0759
tedsuedoghouse233@yahoo.com

w w w. Tails of Joy.org

Journal Inquirer

The JI Tells It Like It Is. Somebody Has To.
Serving the following communities with local,
state and national news, weather and sports
East Windsor, Enfield, Somers,
Suffield, Windsor, Windsor Locks,
Andover, Bolton, Coventry,
East Hartford, Hebron, Manchester
Ellington, South Windsor,
Stafford, Tolland, Vernon
306 Progress Dr., Manchester, CT

860-646-0500 • 800-237-3606
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Veronica – A Songstress Extraordinaire
Lovely Veronica may be so inspired by you as you walk
into a room that she might chirp for you – and she chirps
on key no less. That’s because this happy-go-lucky little
ball of sunshine loves people (although she is not quite
as captivated by other cats, which is why she might be
best as a one and only). This beautiful brown and white
young tiger will captivate you with her playful ways, as
she loves chasing feather string toys and would never
say no to a crunchy treat. She could be just the one to
serenade you into a peaceful embrace. “Wouldn’t it be
loverly?” as Eliza Doolittle might say. For more information on Veronica, contact michelle@ourcompanions.org
or 860-242-9999 ext. 302. Go to www.petfinder.com/
petdetail/31841827.

All For the Love of Kaylee

Veronica

Kaylee, Kaylee, give me your answer do. I’m half crazy
all for the love of you. That’s the song you’ll want to sing
when you meet this spritely pup. This two-year-old Australian Shepherd/Hound mix can make any day sunny with
her happy, enthusiastic personality. She loves playing with
tennis balls, Kongs® and going for a long walks. A flexible home with older children where she doesn’t have to
be crated for too long will keep that smiling face smiling.
Keeping that energy contained with a fenced-in yard is
a plus. Want to fall in love? Meet Kaylee and you’ll be
captivated. Call Our Companions @ 860-242-9999
or email annmarie@ourcompanions.org.

Kaylee

